
I’m constantly amazed at the breadth of

experience with Churchill network of coaches.

When I managed our leadership development

program for our Office of the CIO, we targeted

several key development areas for top-talent

cohorts. Churchill had a world-class coach with

subject-matter expertise to deliver workshops

and 1-1 coaching tailored to our needs. The

results speak for themselves as we have a

strong bench of ready-now IT leaders.

Global leader in digital and mobile
payments
>18,000 employees
Operates in 29 countries
Services 254 million consumer
accounts

Silicon Valley Giant
 

 

This Silicon Valley giant consistently strives to drive innovation in their fintech industry

through a focus on diversity and inclusion, and empowering talent to thrive, to create better

employee and customer experiences and stronger business results. It has appeared on

Forbes 2018 lists of World’s Best Employers, Top Regarded Companies, Best Employers for

Women, Growth Champions, Global 2000, World’s Most Valuable Brands, America’s Largest

Public Companies, America’s Best Employers, and Best Employers for Diversity.

 

This client has partnered with the Churchill Leadership Group for over eight years in an

effort to cultivate leadership in numerous ways. Examples include customized global

leadership programs to increase "Manager Effectiveness" and programs to accelerate

"Emerging Leaders." Others include improving team performance and individualized

executive coaching engagements. This continued investment in leadership provides a

stronger pipeline of confident, courageous leaders, who are ready to step into critical roles to

face the challenges of our VUCA world with sustainable, success. This case study provides

insight into "Emerging Leader" programs Churchill has partnered with this client to deliver.

Case  Study

EMERGING 
LEADER
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM
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-OCIO LEAD Program Leader

SYNOPSIS
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Benefits of Coaching as part of 
an Experiential Learning Journey 

Challenge

Action

Implementing a coaching program that would

ensure every employee felt empowered and

supported in sharing and implementing ideas

through to impact.

A clear change management

strategy

Effective measures of success

Tailor Churchill LaGC to client

need

Adapt for regional and

language needs

Test pilot to tweak for

excellence

Phase I Analysis and Build 

To ensure:

 
Phase II Deployment

Launch a 10-week Learning

Journey, to empower coaches,

through inspiration, skill building,

experiential real world practice in

workshops, webinars and on the

job.

Item 2
80%

Item 1
20%

Item 2
73%

Item 1
27%

Item 2
72%

Item 1
28%

Item 2
70%

Item 1
30%

Item 2
57%

Item 1
43%

Item 2
51%

Item 1
49%

Churchill believes that in order to deliver sustainable solutions to a

client's problem, the learning experience needs to be highly

experiential and supported over time. "One-offs" fade. Therefore

coaching and learning journeys are valuable accelerators in our

Churchill programs. Further research* confirms coaching delivers an:

improvement in self-
confidence

80%

improvement in
relationships

73%

improvement in
communication skills

72%

increase in work
performance

70%
increase in time
management

team effectiveness

57% 51%
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*2009 ICF Global Coaching Client Study 

Item 2
80%

Item 1
20%

93%
% of HR Practitioners stated coaching and
mentoring are key mechanisms for transferring
learning from training courses back to the
workplace**. **CIPD Survey 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/churchill-leadership-group/
https://www.facebook.com/ChurchillLeadershipGroup/
https://www.instagram.com/jjenkins9817/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDH2qtuMy5BGZ_gKT8EpjGw


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
With over 18,000 employees in 29 countries, and operating in a highly regulated financial industry, this

organization cannot afford leadership gaps. Its complex environment requires leaders and teams at all levels to

be innovative, agile, customer focused, efficient, and effective. How does it find such leaders? It identifies top

talent and invests in it! For example, they hand-select top talent to participate in a variety of global "Emerging

Leader" development programs, including Technology, Finance and Engineering Leadership Programs. All

invest in high potential, diverse talent using supported experiential learning journeys that accelerate participant

engagement, growth and performance. Each program is unique and typically runs multiple cohorts at one time,

usually for a two year experience. 

 

This organization partners with Churchill's global team of expert coaches to develop the leadership and team

soft-skills that participants need. This compliments the client's internal efforts including functional skill training,

mentoring, experiential project work and job rotations. Churchill’s delivers a  blended learning experience that

includes some or all of the following:

About the Learning Journeys: The journeys at this Silicon Valley giant begin with the identification of diverse "HiPo" individuals/emerging leaders, who

are sponsored for participation, and fully commit to engage in the activities, and extra work needed to accelerate their growth. Over time the organization

has got clearer on what high potential means for them and what they expect from leaders – and in doing so have refined their programs. Each individual

selected has a proven track record and demonstrated “learning agility”—the ability and desire to grow, take on new information and be able to apply it

fast. Churchill also calls that “Action Learning,” which is critical for growth through a continuous cadence of new insight, application practice, reflection

with meaningful feedback, then re-application for constant improvement. Another critical success factor is each program provides participants with a

strong network to rely on. This gives them access to a team of experienced leaders to get feedback and support as they face challenges and

opportunities. That includes a Churchill Executive Coach, an internal mentor, functional manager and program leader.
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Emerging Leader Development Program

Assessments inc. 360s, TCI, EI & more

Strengths Discovery & Application with CliftonStrengths® 

Individual Executive Coaching 

Meaningful Feedback 

Practical “Feed-Forward”

Peer to Peer Learning

Team Coaching

Capability Building Workshops

Interactive Learning Webinars 

Library of Tools and Frameworks

https://www.linkedin.com/company/churchill-leadership-group/
https://www.facebook.com/ChurchillLeadershipGroup/
https://www.instagram.com/jjenkins9817/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDH2qtuMy5BGZ_gKT8EpjGw


Lack of talent and how to adapt for that, and 

Blind spots and how to prevent the negative consequences of a strength overdone

Kick-Off and Assessments: Programs are kicked off with positive energy, clear expectations and a

program vision. It bonds the cohort as they get excited for what is possible together. Churchill oftens help

participants imagine themselves as a future role-model and thought leader. Churchill then provides

assessments with expert debriefs to increase self-awareness of impact and style. Assessments have

included 360s, Thomas Kilmann Conflict, and Influencing Styles to name a few. One consistent tool

Churchill utilizes is CliftonStrengths®, which measures a person’s natural talents within 34 themes. It

reveals how each individual naturally thinks, relates to others, influences and gets things done. The

strengths debriefs, coaching, workshops and webinars that follow help participants appreciate their value,

share with others and and build on areas of potential. CliftonStrengths® is a development tool and

provides these Emerging Leaders a “fast lane” for growth and greater confidence It also supports 

improved self-management because this strengths work addresses weaknesses in several ways:

 

 

An additional benefit of the strengths work is it bonds the cohort as they learn how to appreciate their

diversity and work better together. It provides a common language for the program and gives the program

leader, coaches and mentors a fast ways to learn about and support their participant, based on "what is

right with them!" 

Churchill 360 assessments are often qualitative interviews to go deep where the individual needs and

desires to grow. The debrief builds self-awareness of their impact on others, with anonymous clear

feedback from peers, supervisors and customers plus practical advice (“feed-forward”) they can apply. 

This collective assessment insight provide valuable baseline data for each participant's development plan.

 

Coaching: Participants have leadership development coaching sessions 1-2x per month with their expertly

matched Churchill Executive Coach. Plus there are several alignment meetings with the participant, coach

and program leader to help measure progress versus their learning plan. 

 

Emerging Leader Development Program cont.
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Awareness - Assessments and feedback build awareness about - What am I good at? What do I need to improve? What is expected of me?

Desire - We spend important time in the space of motivation and commitment - Am I willing to do the work it will take?

Knowledge - Workshops and coaching to help a participant know how to make a change and improve a leadership skill -Teach me, show me! 

Ability - Practicing the learnings on the job and receiving meaningful feedback and reflecting is key

Reinforcement - Occurs with our continuous “action-learning,” which in these Emerging Leader programs is typically over two years 

 

“These programs are great example of individualized talent management. Each participant has a focused plan with measures of

success tied to business outcomes. Their coaching sessions are confidential, providing a safe place where participants can be

vulnerable, open up, and reduce pressure. Their Churchill coach challenges them in a supportive way, holds them accountable for

practicing new learnings, and demonstrating growth and impact” says Jenkins, Churchill's CEO.

 

The Churchill coaches, are selected for each cohort based on his or her certifications, expertise, style and location. The same team of coaches that are used

for the one on one coaching sessions are used as workshop facilitators and team coaches to ensure they are intimately familiar with the organization's

business, values and leadership expectations as well as build trust with the cohort members. One example of those Churchill coaches is Traci. She has

partnered with this organization for over five years and knows the organization and their leaders well. She brings her expertise to coaching and skill building

workshops to help participants learn how to manage conflict, increase emotional intelligence and build and lead high performing teams. 

 

“Higher emotional intelligence helps improve our thinking, communication and reactions, by understanding how we process information and what and how

we say things to others. That in turn impacts how others will respond (their reply, choices, discretionary effort and performance). Sounds simple but with

many leaders there is a disconnect between their desired intent and their actual impact – often due to self-awareness and a need for greater emotional

intelligence. Therefore we usually include a strong component of neuroscience and emotional intelligence expertise in each learning journey.” Adds Traci 

 

As change management experts, the Churchill team recognizes personal growth is a change management process. One approach Churchill uses with their

Certified Prosci® Coaches is that an individual needs to go through a series of steps, in the right order, as stated by PROSCI ADKAR®. ADKAR is an

acronym and Churchill follows these steps in all of our development solutions. For example in these Emerging Leader program: 

 

 

"These Emerging Leader program leads are authentic, talented individuals, who truly care about their cohorts and consistently improve their program over

time. The result is alumni move across the globe and into senior positions, and "pass it forward." This further speaks to the consistent commitment this

organization invests in developing talent and emerging leaders." Concludes Jenkins  

 

 

 

 

Why Churchill?
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Conclusion

In their consistent commitment to investing in their talent through Leadership Development, Team

Performance, Manager Effectiveness and Developing Emerging Leaders programs, this Churchill client

benefits from a stronger pipeline of leaders who can help drive their business forward. 

In addition it helps the organization attract and retain valuable talent, talent that is more confident and

capable and who recognize that their employer is invested in them. This organization proudly appears on

Forbes 2018 lists of World’s Best Employers, Top Regarded Companies, Best Employers for Women,

Growth Champions, Global 2000, World’s Most Valuable Brands, America’s Largest Public Companies,

America’s Best Employers, and Best Employers for Diversity - and it is not by accident it is well earned.

Churchill is proud to support these various Emerging Leaders programs plus Executive Coaching, Team

Effectiveness Programs, and its Manager Effectiveness solutions globally. 

 

Jenkins continues... “It is an amazing organization to be partnered with. They truly believe that their

people are their value, and strongly embrace courage, diversity and inclusion. They take employee

engagement and wellness seriously. They want to deliver a great customer experience, and are willing to

listen to their employees and invest in their people in order to achieve that.”

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

About Churchill Leadership Group Inc. 
 

A global leadership and team development organization, founded to enable the untapped talent in the corporate and government worlds to thrive by
leveraging strengths and building skill and capability in leaders and teams. Offering critical solutions to increase organizational capability leading to: 

 
1. Stronger Organizational Capacity 

2. Greater Leadership Impact 
3. Higher Performing Teams 

 
Bringing you over 200 Executive Coaches, experts in their field of coaching, consulting and training to build greater awareness in leaders' (intent vs

impact) and the development of the critical leadership behaviors and soft skills needed for sustainable growth and performance success.  

Why Churchill?
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Ready to prepare your future leaders? Let's Chat! Contact Us to set up time to discuss your needs:
email - Solutions@Churchill-LG.com

https://www.churchillleadershipgroup.com/contact/
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